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INTRODUCTION

The Official Community Plan identifies broad objectives and policies to guide environmental
management and growth and development within the designated Silverdale Urban Residential
area of the District of Mission. These policy directions are intended to be reflected in more
detailed Neighbourhood Plans (NP) that will apply to each neighbourhood within the Silverdale
Urban Residential area.
This Terms of Reference is intended to serve as a Council policy for the preparation of
Neighbourhood Plans, their contents and consultation requirements. Each NP will identify a
policy framework for environmental management, land use, transportation, and requirements for
servicing and financing, and provide additional studies and reports that are required as part of
the NP process.
The Neighbourhood Plan process represents a significant opportunity to shape the future
character of Mission. There is a need to formulate Neighbourhood Plans in accordance with
social, economic and environmental sustainable development principles so as to provide
Mission with a unique, innovative, progressive and environmentally responsive land use pattern
within the designated Silverdale Urban Residential area.
This Terms of Reference Policy therefore requires Neighbourhood Plans to follow the
sustainable principles approach of integrating social, economic and environmental values, and
ensuring Mission can grow and change in a manner that does not compromise the options of
either existing or future residents.
The overall intent of the Neighbourhood Plan process is to establish a planning framework that
will result in the Silverdale Urban Residential development representing the most advanced,
innovative and livable planned community within the Lower Mainland area. Mission is to evolve
into a better community as a result of this development, rather than losing its identity and
becoming indistinguishable from so many other urban communities.
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To achieve this intent, there will be a need for the Neighbourhood Plan process to firstly conduct
a comprehensive watercourse and other environmental features assessment of the entire
Silverdale Urban/Urban Reserve designated area, to implement a thorough public consultation
process, to incorporate superior land use planning practices and to identify varied land use
development options, to pursue Best Management practices for environmental management
and engineering services, and to implement fiscally responsible development initiatives.
District of Mission Council, in consultation with municipal staff and community groups, shall
review the Silverdale Urban Residential Neighbourhood Plans Terms of Reference Policy
following Council adoption of each Neighbourhood Plan, and at a minimum of every five years
thereafter, to ensure its provisions reflect the current needs and desires of the municipality.
1.1
GENERAL STATEMENT OF INTENT
The next step in the move towards potential urban development in the Silverdale Urban
Residential area is the preparation of Neighborhood Plans, which will detail the environmental
and land use concepts, as well as infrastructure servicing and financing of the works required to
support the development in each neighborhood.
The designated Silverdale Urban Residential area is a component of the larger, approximate
3400 acre Urban/Urban Reserve area that is designated on the municipality’s Official
Community Plan Long Range Map.
Prior to commencing Neighbourhood Planning within the designated Silverdale Urban
Residential area, the District of Mission will require that a base map be prepared to inventory,
classify and identify locations of watercourse areas within the larger, approximate 3400 acre
Silverdale Urban/Urban Reserve area. In this manner, a comprehensive watershed approach to
environmental management can be pursued.
It is acknowledged that conducting a
comprehensive inventory of watercourses and top of bank locations on lands not owned by the
Neighbourhood Plan proponent may pose logistical difficulties and challenges. Where access
difficulties are encountered, the watercourse mapping initiative shall be recognized as a base
map ‘work in progress’. As new and additional watercourses are identified, they will be
subsequently shown on the inventory base map.
In addition to the comprehensive watercourse mapping, headwater locations for the
watercourses are to be identified and mapped. Wildlife corridors within the larger, approximate
3400 acre area are to be also identified and mapped. The percentile area of existing tree
canopy cover within the larger 3400 acre shall also be calculated. The baseline tree canopy
coverage information can be subsequently utilized for establishing a standard for maintaining a
specific amount of tree canopy coverage throughout the Neighbourhood Plan areas.
Upon completion of this watercourse mapping, headwater area, and wildlife corridor
identification, and tree canopy cover calculation, the results shall be reviewed by the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans, the Ministry of Environment and local environmental
groups such as the Stave Valley Salmonid Enhancement Society. District of Mission Council
will subsequently consider approval of this environmental base mapping prior to detailed
Neighbourhood Planning work commencing.
Beyond environmental issues, there is a similar need to have a global view of the overall major
infrastructure requirements, costs and financing options of all infrastructure, including civic
facilities required to facilitate the development in the Silverdale Urban Residential area. It is
therefore essential to carry out this work during the preparation of the initial Neighborhood
Plan(s).
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The District does not support the preparation of neighborhood plans which will address the
internal and external requirements of only that neighborhood.
The intent of carrying out this work, at the initial stage of planning, is to provide the District with
an overall assessment of the short, medium and long-term requirements for the urban area,
including projected staging of works, estimated costs and financing options.
The existing District of Mission Official Community Plan Policy statement related to
infrastructure within the Silverdale Urban Residential area is outlined as follows:
“All public infrastructure services of water, sanitary sewer, stormwater, roads,
parks, public recreation, and natural open space required for urban density
development within the Silverdale “Urban Residential” area shall be paid by
the developer, and located on public land or on property provided by the
developer.”
This means that the District of Mission will not be responsible to pay for offsite and onsite
infrastructure costs. Cost recovery mechanisms such as ‘latecomers fees’ that would apply to
potential adjacent lands that pursue development, and would thereby ‘benefit’ from the
developer funded infrastructure, may be considered by District of Mission Council.
In the event that a Development cost Charge (i.e. DCC) cost recovery mechanism is used, with
the development proponent front-ending the capital costs of the works, under Provincial
guidelines for the preparation of DCC’s, the District of Mission would be required to provide
financial assistance, which could be as low as 1% of the capital costs of the works.
For each of the water, sewer, drainage and transportation infrastructure systems, the sequence
of construction for improvements will have to be identified in relation to the proposed phasing of
development in the overall area and thresholds identified for each project in terms of area size
being developed, numbers of units of development completed, or other aspects related to the
capital projects. Where projects are staged, right of way requirements for the ultimate project
shall be identified up front and secured prior to development consideration of approval by the
municipality. Cost estimates for works and services should include land costs, engineering and
contingencies.
Upon the preparation of the proposed infrastructure initiatives, the proposed infrastructure
routings can then be evaluated with regard to the watercourse and environmental base map,
and their relationships to watercourse and other environmental areas can be clearly determined.
The environmental management objective, in relation to infrastructure, is to minimize the
number of infrastructure crossings over sensitive lands.
1.2

PLAN AREA

Neighbourhood Plan areas will comprise smaller geographical locales of the approximate 1435
acre Silverdale area that is currently designated as Urban Residential. Plan area boundaries
are to be primarily based upon topographical considerations, watersheds, watercourse
locations, existing roads and extent of serviceable lands. Subsequent Neighbourhood Plan
areas shall be developed in a connective, orderly fashion.
Contiguous private properties that are designated Urban/Urban Reserve on Official Community
Plan Map 4 shall be considered for inclusion within the Urban Residential designated area upon
application submission to the municipality to amend Official Community Plan Map 2, from Rural
to Urban Residential.
Upon potential attainment of an Urban Residential designation, and if such property is located
contiguous to the Phase 1 Neighbourhood Plan development area, as approved by District of
Mission Council, a property owner who wishes to be included within the Phase 1 area must
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submit to the municipality, and pay for, an Official Community Plan amendment application to be
considered for inclusion within the Neighbourhood Plan Area. This initiative of a property owner
taking this step would also mean that the property owner would be responsible for costs related
to the land use planning and engineering aspects of the Neighbourhood Plan process.
1.3

PLAN PREPARATION AND CONSULTATION PROCESS

The Neighbourhood Plan process would commence upon application to Council to further
amend the Official Community Plan by a landowner or group of landowners for a specific
smaller geographical land area of the designated Silverdale Urban Residential area. This
Terms of Reference Policy will then guide the proponent on the process and procedure to
prepare a Neighourbood Plan. The cost of preparing the Neighbourhood Plan for the entire
neighbourhood area, including studies related thereto, shall be the sole responsibility of the
property owner(s) or proponent(s) wishing to proceed. For specific studies, in particular
environmental and land use, the District of Mission shall appoint the consultant(s) to prepare the
reports through review of submissions to a municipal Expression of Interest process. The
consultants invited to partake in the Expression of Interest shall be determined from a list of
mutually agreeable consultants established by the District of Mission and the Neighbourhood
Plan proponent.
The Neighbourhood Plan preparation process will include the following steps:
1. Establishing and conducting a public process to develop preferred sustainable development
principles;
2. Completion of housing projection analyses;
3. Establishing neighbourhood planning goals and sustainable development objectives
generally consistent with Steps 1 and 2, and the District’s Official Community Plan;
4. Preparing environmental, land use, and varied engineering studies that will identify
environmentally sensitive areas, varied land use and development options, servicing
constraints and opportunities;
5. Selecting a preferred land use and development option;
6. Finalizing a land use concept and servicing plan and related development policies, including
an analysis of the costs to implement the plan; and,
7. Amending the Official Community Plan (i.e. OCP) land use designations for the
Neighbourhood Plan area, and amending OCP policy statements related thereto. This OCP
amendment process will involve Bylaw readings and a Public Hearing.
Environmental, land use, transportation, bulk water supply, trunk sewer, integrated storm water
management and other studies, as described in Appendix 1(i) through 1(vii), will be prepared to
provide detailed input to the plan.
Beyond the guidelines identified within this Terms of Reference Policy, the Neighbourhood Plan
preparation process will be directed by the Community Development Department in conjunction
with the servicing studies managed by the Engineering Department.
Consultation
Public Consultation is to be a significant component of the Neighbourhood Plan process. Prior
to commencing detailed work on the Neighbourhood Plan preparation, the proponent is to
prepare a public consultation communication plan that is proposed for the Neighbourhood Plan
process, and submit same to District of Mission Council for approval.
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Public consultation and input is intended to originate from all residents and business owners
within the District of Mission. Consultation is to also focus on dialogue with the varied
residential associations within the municipality, as well as consideration of comments, and
involvement from the varied agencies and organizations identified by Council Policy LAN.47
Official Community Plan Referral.
Public information meetings, public open houses, town hall type meetings, public workshops
and/or other public input forums are indicative of the varied types of public consultation that are
to be conducted by the proponent throughout the varied steps of the Neighbourhood Plan
preparation process. Utilization of professional facilitators to conduct the varied types of public
forums is encouraged.
In addition, an internal municipal working group will be formed to help identify opportunities and
issues, review studies, provide direction and comments on land use plan options and policies,
and address challenges. This working group will be comprised of District staff from:
Community Development
Engineering and Public Works
Parks, Recreation and Culture
Finance
Fire/Rescue Service Department
Inspection Services
RCMP through Crime Prevention through Environmental Design principles
External consultants and other expertise may be utilized by this internal municipal staff group,
as necessary. The cost of such consultants or experts, where required, will be the responsibility
of the Neighbourhood Plan proponent/developer.
A Technical Advisory Committee approach will also be utilized to address specific issues that
involve external agency expertise. Outside agency participation on the Technical Advisory
Committee is to include representatives from the Ministry of Transportation, Department of
Fisheries and Oceans, Mission School District No. 75, B.C. Hydro, Terasen, Telus, B.C. Transit
and Shaw Cable.
For distinct issues such as environmental management and the environmental implications of
the proposed transportation network, including pedestrian trails and integrated stormwater
management planning, a separate Technical Advisory Committee comprised of Municipal staff,
representatives from the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Ministry of Transportation, and
organizations such as the Evergreen group and Stave Valley Salmonid Enhancement Society,
will be necessary. While it is recognized that the Ministry of Environment has declined to
partake in this Technical Committee, their involvement will be requested again in the future.
To adhere to Sustainable Development principles, a further Committee comprised of members
from local groups representing economic and social interests in the community, will provide
additional input into the Neighbourhood Plan process.
Additional dialogue shall also occur with Canadian Pacific Railway to minimize issues of train
noise and vibration with proposed urban density housing. Development of Neighborhood Plans
should also consider interface issues to the railway right-of-way with regard to drainage, utilities,
fencing, pedestrian trespass and potential vehicular roadways and crossings.
Consultation shall further occur with the Agricultural Land Reserve Commission to address
urban interface issues with Agricultural Land Reserve (i.e. ALR) designated properties and
impact issues to ALR lands with regard to proposed future roadways, widening of existing roads
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and major infrastructure routings of municipal water systems, sanitary sewer systems and
proposed stormwater management systems. The concept of facilitation of urban gardens within
designated ALR property, located to the south, shall also be pursued with the ALR.
During the preliminary stage of commencing the Neighbourhood Plan, the District shall invite a
representative of Smart Growth BC to make a presentation of smart growth principles, practices
and case studies, and to answer questions related to Neighbourhood Plan preparation in
Mission. The intended audience for this presentation shall be the Neighbourhood Plan
proponent, Council, municipal staff, the Technical Advisory Committees and members of the
public.
The Municipality shall further seek the involvement of Smart Growth BC and similar groups
throughout the evolution of the Neighbourhood Plan process.
1.4

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Council may appoint members of the public to a Neighbourhood Plan Advisory Committee to
review and comment on the Neighbourhood Plan for each Neighbourhood Plan area.
1.5
PLAN CONTENT
Each Neighbourhood Plan will include:
(a)

Designation of Environmentally Sensitive Areas;

(b)

Environmental Sensitive Areas land ownership, management and acquisition
strategy;

(c)

Identification of land areas that are to be protected from development for
archaeological, heritage, and other resources;

(d)

Developable land uses for the Neighbourhood Plan Area including areas
accommodating a range of housing types, choices and densities; commercial and
business uses; employment generating uses; school, public and private institutional
uses; community facility land uses;

(e)

Identification of proposed land use densities for all proposed residential uses, and
overall gross and net densities per acre for the entire Neighbourhood Plan area;

(f)

Development phasing strategy within the Neighbourhood Plan Area;

(g)

Designation of District Park/Recreation/Cultural facilities and locations, and
Neighbourhood Parks (i.e. based on an accepted standard for the maximum distance
any resident should live from the nearest parkland);

(h)

Location of arterial, collector and local roads;

(i)

Location of main trails, nature trails and minor trails;

(j)

Transit stops and generalized routing;

(k)

Integrated stormwater management strategy;

(l)

Trunk servicing plans for sanitary sewer and water;

(m)

Financing strategy for municipal services, roads, park acquisition, park development
and trail construction;
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(n)

Development permit areas and guidelines for applicable environmentally sensitive
lands, multi-unit residential, intensive residential, commercial and employment
generating land uses;

(o)

Establishment of tree canopy coverage targets for the Neighbourhood Plan area, and
for the larger Urban Reserve area;

(p)

Comprehensive computer visual analysis review of the proposed development
pattern on the Silverhill hillside as viewed from the south, east and west;

(q)

Guidelines related to neighbourhood character and urban design, Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design principles (CPTED), interface land uses, screening
and buffering between land uses;

(r)

Strategies to initiate development of environmental stewardship groups and
neighbourhood residential associations; and

(s)

Strategies to achieve social, economic and environmental sustainable development
objectives, complete community goals and Smart Growth principles.

Dwelling unit projections and distribution for each neighbourhood shall be guided by the
identification and designation of non-developable Environmentally Sensitive Lands and by
housing projection analyses. Mapping is to be at a scale of 1:2500. More details on the
Environmental, Land Use, Transportation, Bulk Water, Trunk Sewer, and Integrated Stormwater
Management components are described in attached Appendix 1(i) through 1(vi). Appendix
1(vii) identifies specific additional studies that are to be completed prior to consideration of the
first neighbourhood plan approvals.
Contents of the Neighbourhood Plan report shall additionally include:
Maps and statistics describing the plan area and sub-areas;
Access to background raw data;
A community character statement outlining the overall development concept;
Policies for the development and provision of services, amenities and facilities; and,
Description of conformance of the NP to the District’s OCP policies.
1.6

RELATION TO ZONING AND PLANS OF SUBDIVISION

Subsequent zoning and plans of subdivision within Neighbourhood Plan areas shall be in
conformance with the objectives and land use designations of the Neighbourhood Plans.
1.7

GLOSSARY

The following definitions are provided to clarify varied terms used within the Neighbourhood
Plans Terms of Reference Policy.
AQUIFER means an underground permeable rock formation that has sufficient porosity to hold
water and allow it to be withdrawn by a well for use.
AQUIFER RECHARGE AREA means an area that allows water to enter the aquifer. Dependent
upon the surficial geology of an area and whether the aquifer is confined or unconfined, aquifer
recharge can be concentrated recharge, where there are large inputs of water at discrete points,
or dispersed recharge where there are smaller inputs of water at a large number of sites.
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CONTIGUOUS PRIVATE PROPERTIES means private properties that are currently designated
as Urban/Urban Reserve on the Official Community Plan (i.e. OCP) Long Range Map, and are
physically touching the currently designated Urban Residential lands in Silverdale, as identified
by the OCP Short Range Map ‘B”, or are located immediately adjacent to the subject Urban
Residential lands by way of an existing dedicated municipal roadway (i.e. if not for the roadway,
the property would be physically touching the currently designated Urban Residential land).
ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AREA means land that requires special land use
management to preserve and protect its unique natural features of ecological, landscape,
wildlife, historical and/or cultural values.
GROUNDWATER means water that has percolated downward from the ground surface through
the soil’s porous layers, and accumulates in aquifer rocks below the water table. Groundwater
is the primary source of stream base flow.
GROUNDWATER RECHARGE AREA means an area where water enters the groundwater
zone after rainfall or snowfall.
LONG TERM means a land use planning timetable period of approximately 15 to 20 years plus
into the future.
MEDIUM TERM means a land use planning timetable period of approximately 5 to 15 years into
the future.
NATURAL OPEN SPACE means a land use planning term that indicates a site containing land
which has unique environmental features that require specific management attention to
preserve and protect these features. The Natural Open Space terminology is similar, but not as
comprehensive as an Environmentally Sensitive Area designation.
SHORT TERM means a land use planning timetable period from the present time to
approximately 5 years into the future.
SLOPE STABILITY means the susceptibility of sloping lands to erosion and slides.
WILDLIFE CORRIDOR means a travel corridor for wildlife. This ranges from very wide, natural
ravine corridors for large mammals, to ‘sky corridors’ that offer a safe flight path between
feeding and resting places for birds, to smaller manmade corridors (such as trails) that provide
safe passage for smaller creatures. These corridors also provide year round habitat for less
mobile species.”
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Appendix 1 (i)
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
The initial environmental study task is to inventory, classify and identify watercourse
locations within the larger, approximate 3400 acre Silverdale Urban/Urban Reserve
area. Headwater locations, wildlife corridors and existing tree canopy cover for the
entire Urban/Urban Reserve are to be also determined upfront.
The primary objective of environmental management studies at the smaller
Neighbourhood Plan Area level, shall be to further identify and protect additional
environmentally sensitive areas (i.e. ESA’s).
Environmentally sensitive areas at the Neighbourhood Plan Area level should include
but not be limited to:
Watercourses (i.e. creeks and drainages) and the streamside or riparian areas,
and ravines, which are associated with those systems;
Water bodies (i.e. lakes, permanent or temporary wetlands and marshes) and
the foreshore or riparian areas associated with those systems;

         ! " #$%&# ! (')")*  +,)-" 

;

Rare and endangered vertebrate and plant species as consistent with Provincial
Guidelines for Assessing and mitigating impacts from developments on species
and ecosystems at risk;
Wildlife trees in accordance with the British Columbia Tree Classification
Systems (i.e. that is, the 9 stages of decay); and,
Greenway linkages/wildlife corridors, as evident today, so as to maintain
diversity and balance of plant, vertebrate and invertebrate species.
The Neighbourhood Plan Area identification of these environmental sensitive area
features will provide the municipality with inventory data of what features are present
within the Neighbourhood Plan Area, and what features should be considered for
protection.
The Neighbourhood Plan Area approach to identify and protect environmentally sensitive
areas shall be based upon watershed environmental principles. In this manner,
environmental assessment at the neighbourhood level will require an evaluation of the
potential impacts of land development upon the larger watershed(s) that is
characteristic to that Neighbourhood Area. The objective is to minimize or avoid impacts
to ESA’s.
Within the Neighbourhood Plan Area, comprehensive environmental studies will expand
upon the watercourse and headwater inventory, wildlife corridor and tree canopy work
conducted for the entire Urban Reserve area. Neighbourhood level ESA’s will be
protected through an Environmental Sensitive Area designation by the Official
Community Plan, while other open space locations will be identified as Park. Lands
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adjacent and beyond the Neighbourhood Area may also be identified as environmentally
sensitive area or as parks.
The terms of reference for specific environmental issues such as assessing species and
ecosystems at risk shall be based upon the Ministry of Environment guidelines as
identified within the “working draft” attached as Schedule 1 to the Neighbourhood Plans
Terms of Reference Policy. Other Ministry of Environment documents that are to be
followed in conducting environmental assessment work include the following:
•

Environmental Best Management Practices for Urban and Rural Land
Development in British Columbia – Draft (June, 2004)

•

Best Management Practices for Amphibians and Reptiles in Urban and Rural
Environments in British Columbia

All wildlife surveys should be based upon a full 12 month period.
In particular, the actual technical step by step process for conducting a biophysical
inventory, as described within the Terms of Reference for Site Inventory and
Conservation Evaluation – Draft (January, 2005) of the Ministry of Environment’s
Environmental Best Management Practices for Urban and Rural Land Development is to
be adhered to.
Reference should also be made to the Greater Vancouver Regional District’s
“Biodiversity Conservation Strategy”, with respect to establishing the most appropriate
mapping scale for capturing biodiversity data.
The overall intent of the Environmental studies is to identify environmentally sensitive
areas “upfront” so as to preclude them from development. Ultimately, through
consultation with external environmental agencies such as the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans, there is an objective to pursue an Environmental Management Plan for the
Neighbourhood Plan area, with an accompanying Memorandum of Understanding with
the Department of Fisheries and Oceans to comprehensively address such issues as
watercourse development setbacks.
Consideration of crossings of ESA’s locations by major services, utilities, pedestrian
trails foot bridges and roadways, and integrated storm water management issues, will be
subject to approval by the District of Mission, in consultation with senior governments.
Mapping
The mapping associated with Neighbourhood Plan Area environmental studies and ESA
designation shall occur at a scale of 1:2500 with 1 metre contours. To ensure a
comprehensive environmental assessment, streams, wetlands, floodplains and other
seasonally wet areas should be surveyed and identified during periods of the year of
high precipitation.
Mapping of environmental features will provide spatial information that will assist in
determining where development may take place with the least ecological impact.
Mapping to include:
Watersheds
Fish-bearing stream reaches (permanent and non-permanent), ground verified
with Global Positioning System (i.e. GPS). All GPS references should be a level
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of accuracy of +1-1 metre.
Permanent, non-fish-bearing stream reaches, ground verified with GPS
Non-permanent, seasonally fish bearing stream reaches, ground verified with
GPS
Non-permanent, non-fish bearing stream reaches, ground verified with GPS
Centre line and top of bank of all streams and all ravines
Introduced and natural barriers to fish migration
Frequently flooded areas
Wetlands, including temporary or vernal pools
Floodplain areas
Alluvial fans
Wildlife occurrence/distribution (i.e. consistent with RISC standards)
Fisheries setback zones
Geotechnical setback zones
Groundwater well and surface water licence locations and other drinking water
sources
Other natural features
Revised vegetation/ecological mapping including wildlife trees
Mapping information is to be provided on full size map sheets, with reduction copies to
an 11 inch by 17 inch format for reporting purposes.
Environmental Studies Background/Update Reports
The following information shall be provided:
Confirmation of stream surveys and mapping
Update on fisheries assessment
Fisheries setback zones
Tree management and protection approach
Preliminary geotechnical and hydrogeologic analysis (such as slope analysis
and subsurface drainage conditions)
Risk analysis of landslides
Update on climate studies
Update on hydrology studies
Update on water quality studies (surface and ground water)
Update on vegetation and habitat studies
Update on wildlife studies
Update on special status species assessment
Wildlife corridor issues, including wildlife impact on urban interface issues such
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as refuse collection and public education needs
Confirmation of groundwater well and surface water licence locations
Pre-development and post-development watercourse monitoring data for flow
regimes and water quality
Watershed management plan
Storm water management conceptual plan
Natural features protection plan
Dedicated park and green space plan
Special status species protection plan
Environmental protection plan outline
Environmental monitoring program
Stewardship and community involvement
General conformance with Area Structure Plan policies
The Environmental Study is a fundamental base to exploring the Neighbourhood Plan
process. It will establish the non-developable and developable land pattern within the
Neighbourhood Area.
The Neighbourhood Plans will detail all of the environmental permits and approvals that
are required for the neighbourhood development. The Neighbourhood Plans may also
include details of fisheries habitat mitigation and proposed enhancement/restoration
works where it can be demonstrated that impacts to fish habitat cannot be avoided for
that neighbourhood.
The Neighbourhood Environmental Study will form the basis of the Subdivision Plans to
be completed for each neighbourhood, and will consist of a technical report with a series
of large map plans for technical use, and for public information. The report and plans
will lay out the template for the subdivision plans, and will detail the types of information
required and level of detail that must follow.
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INTRODUCTION

This report provides a W ork Plan for environmental investigations that will initiallybe undertaken in
the Silverdale NeighbourhoodOne area andrelevant contiguous areas ofSouthwest Mission,and
subsequently in surrounding areas as other neighbourhoods are identified.In the context ofthis
report,“environmental”refers to aspects ofthe natural environment andits ecology,anddoes not
include the built environment or human infrastructure.Figure 1depicts the area NeighbourhoodOne
comprises.The W ork Plan addresses the Terms ofReference (TOR)specifiedbythe District of
Mission (DOM)for Environmental Studies relatedto residential neighbourhoodland-use plans,as
providedin the Silverdale Area Urban Residential NeighbourhoodPlans Terms ofReference Policy
(LAN.
48),adoptedbyDOM Council October 3,2005.The DOM will assume ownership ofthe
studies,andwork is to be performedbythe Consultant Team under the guidance ofDOM staff,and
with input from the District’s Peer Review Team,from other stakeholders (e.
g.
,government
agencies in accordance with their respective legislatedmandates),andfrom other external groups
(such as stewardship organizations)as the District finds appropriate.
These terms ofreference have been developedwith continuous improvement in mind,in that the
District will be identifying opportunities for involvement bythe peer reviewers andstakeholders,
and the methodology and deliverables will be adjusted accordingly over time.Opportunities for
review will arise during collection of field data,preparation of draft deliverables,and any
stakeholder meetings.The intent ofthis process is to engage the peer reviewers andstakeholders
more frequentlythan was the case during work leading up to the Area-W ide Environmental Base
Map.
Although the work plan focuses on NeighbourhoodOne environmental studies,the work plan also
recognizes the needmake progress with selectedstudies beyondNeighbourhoodOne.For example,
field surveys and assessment will consider connectivity (e.
g.
,potential urban wildlife corridors)
between the NeighbourhoodOne area andadjacent portions ofthe Silverdale Urban Residential
Area (SURA)that will subsequentlyform contiguous neighbourhoodplanning areas.The Area-W ide
Environmental Base Map will be updated as work stages are completed along with the
environmental database that is being preparedfor the area.
Appendix1ofLAN.
48specifies requirements ofseven categories ofinvestigations:
Appendix 1 (i)

Environmental Studies

Appendix 1 (ii)

LandUse Study

Appendix 1 (iii)

NeighbourhoodTransportation Study

Appendix 1 (iv)

Bulk W ater SupplyStudy
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Appendix 1 (v)

Trunk Sewer System Study

Appendix 1 (vi)

Integrated Stormwater Management [Plan]Study (ISMP)

Appendix 1 (vii)

Other Studies Required Prior to Consideration of Adoption of the
First Neighbourhood Plan

Requirements of Appendix 1 (i) Environmental Studies are intended to inform other investigations,
in particular Appendix 1 (vi) ISMP. As such, methods used to complete each study component will
also anticipate how the information is to be applied. Numbered Tasks in the Work Plan correspond
with the order in which those studies are listed in LAN.48 Appendix 1 (i) as required information for
Environmental Studies Background/Update Reports. “Studies” referenced in parentheses at the end
of Task titles refer to ISMP task items, and correspond with those identified in the “Proposed Scope
of Work for Integrated Stormwater Management Plan –Final –May 16, 2007”, provided to the
DOM in a letter from Kirk McIntosh of Urban Systems, dated May 16, 2007. Table 1 summarizes
the relationship between LAN.48 Studies and ISMP Tasks, and indicates the spatial scope of each
LAN.48 Study.
The Work Plan outlined below also includes supplemental work items that arose from the Peer
Review Process, and that the proponents have agreed to complete.
Study programs will be carried out using provincial Resources Inventory Standards Committee
(RISC) standards and protocols, with modifications to suit project needs and constraints. The Peer
Reviewer will be informed of modifications, and they will be well documented and justified in the
report. Stream surveys will also incorporate elements of the Sensitive Habitat Inventory Mapping
(SHIM) methodology applicable to land-use planning.
Please note that this work plan deals only with field surveys and data collection, and not specifically
with reporting or use of the data to identify environmentally sensitive areas, conservation areas,
priority habitat areas for management, for developing guidelines to implement as part of the
Neighbourhood process, or for adopting Best Management Practices (BMPs) for listed species
conservation. Further, several tasks (Tasks 5, 6, 17, 18, and 19) identified in LAN.48, Appendix I (i)
as environmental studies are not related to biological or associated investigations and are reported
elsewhere. This document is specific to investigations that will be part of the peer-review process.
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TABLE 1:
Relationship Between LAN.48 Tasks and ISMP Term s ofReference Studies
Spatial Scope
LAN.48 Task

ISMP Study
Neigh’d

Adjacent
Areas

W ork
By

1. C on firmation of stream surv ey s an d map p in g

9 .0 1 Stream Surv ey s an d M ap p in g

z

z

Seacor

2 . U p d ate on fisheries assessmen t

9 .0 2 F isheries A ssessmen t

z

z

Seacor

3 . F isheries setb ack z on es

9 .0 3 F isheries Setb ack Z on es

z

4 . T ree man ag emen t an d p rotection ap p roach

9 .0 4 T ree M an ag emen t

z

5 . P relimin ary g eotechn ical an d hy d rog eolog ic an aly sis

11.0 1 an d 11.0 2 ISM P

z

Others

6 . R isk an aly sis of lan d slid es

11.0 3

z

Others

7 . U p d ate on climate stud ies

9 .0 5 C limate Stud ies

z

Seacor

8 . U p d ate on hy d rolog y stud ies

P art of 17 .0 ISM P

z

9 . U p d ate on w ater q uality stud ies

9 .0 6 W ater Q uality (p art)

z

10 . U p d ate on v eg etation an d hab itat stud ies

9 .0 7 V eg etation an d H ab itat

z

z

Seacor

11. U p d ate on w ild life stud ies

9 .0 8 W ild life

z

z

Seacor

12 . U p d ate on sp ecial status sp ecies assessmen t

9 .0 9 Sp ecial Sp ecies Status

z

z

Seacor

13 . W ild life C orrid or Issues

9 .10 W ild life C orrid ors

z

z

Seacor

14 . C on firmation of g roun d w ater w ell an d surface w ater
licen ce location s

11.0 2 ISM P

z

Others

15 . W atercourse mon itorin g d ata for flow reg imes an d
w ater q uality

9 .0 6 W ater Q uality (p art);
17 .0 ISM P

z

Seacor

16 . W atershed man ag emen t p lan

17 .0 ISM P

z

Seacor/
Others

17 . Stormw ater man ag emen t con cep tual p lan

17 .0 ISM P

z

Others

18 . N atural features p rotection p lan

9 .11 N atural F eatures P lan (p art)

z

Others

19 . D ed icated p ark an d g reen sp ace p lan

9 .11 N atural F eatures P lan (p art)

z

Others

2 0 . Sp ecial status sp ecies p rotection p lan

9 .12 Sp ecial Status Sp ecies P lan

z

2 1. E n v iron men tal p rotection p lan outlin e

9 .13 E n v iron men tal P rotection P lan

z

Seacor

2 2 . E n v iron men tal mon itorin g p rog ram

9 .14 E n v iron men tal M on itorin g P lan

z

Seacor

2 3 . Stew ard ship an d commun ity in v olv emen t

9 .15 Stew ard ship

z

Others

z

Seacor/
Others

2 4 . G en eral con forman ce w ith A rea Structure P lan
p olicies

Seacor
z

z

Seacor

Seacor
Seacor

z

Seacor

Note: The ISMP study will incorporate many of the Environmental, Geotechnical and Other studies
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Figure 1: Silverdale Urban Residential Area, Neighbourhood One Environmental Studies Area
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LAN.48 Task 1:

CONFIRMATION OF STREAM SURVEYS AND MAPPING
(Study 9.01)

1.1

Methods

Data from the Area Wide studies will be updated with new data collected for the Neighbourhood
area and compiled into a database, and stream and aquatic resources mapping also updated. This
process has already been initiated. Information on fish movement barriers will be updated, including
descriptions of the type of barrier, length and drop, history, and an assessment of potential for
restoration.
1.1.1

Establishment of Stream Classification Protocol

The stream classification protocol being applied is based on that established for the SURA per
LAN.48, namely, each stream reach will be classified as being:
x
x
x
x

Fish-bearing permanent
Fish-bearing impermanent
Non-fish-bearing permanent
Non-fish-bearing impermanent

Each stream reach will be classified according to one of these categories, using either existing
information or, where existing information is not sufficiently definitive, new information from fish
presence/absence surveys. Where barriers to upstream fish movements are confirmed, the nature of
the barrier (i.e., natural vs. manmade) will be assessed and any opportunity to restore fish passage
will be noted in the mapping and database. If a responsible authority (e.g., a DOM road engineer)
confirms that a manmade barrier can be reasonably modified to provide fish access, then reaches
from that point upstream to the next barrier will be designated as fish-bearing. Ditches, ponds, and
wetlands will be included in the classification protocol. Man made barriers may correspond to what
would also be a natural barrier, for example a change in slope. Such situations will be identified
during the survey work.
Permanence of a stream will be determined through visual observation or thermistor measurement of
temperatures that demonstrates when surface water is present in watercourse channels. Modifiers
will be added to the stream classes to more specifically describe certain stream conditions, for
example, seasonality of stream flow (ephemeral, if the stream does not flow during some portion of
the year, and specifying season(s) not flowing), or continuousness of flow (intermittent if a portion
of the stream flows subsurface, and specifying season(s) subsurface flows are observed).
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The upstream limit of watercourse mapping will be the location above which a given watercourse
originates from a “catchment flow path” where runoff flows across the surface of the land without
forming a channel displaying fluvial processes. Catchment flow paths will be assessed in detail
during the neighbourhood or subdivision planning process.
Surveys will be completed throughout the year and verification will be completed during the months
when all streams would be expected to be flowing (October through May).
1.1.2

Centreline Survey

Stream centreline locations will be verified with Global Positioning System (GPS) technology to a
level of accuracy as close to one metre as possible (as specified in LAN.48). The surveyor will walk
along the stream with the GPS unit and take positions frequently enough to show significant
deviations in the stream channel. Where variations in accuracy are noted (e.g., due to poor reception
of signals) the position will be taken at least three times to determine the most accurate location.
Data collected in this way will then be mapped using AutoCAD software, and existing stream
mapping will be updated to reflect the new location data. (Formal surveys will also be undertaken by
a British Columbia Land Surveyor [BCLS] at the subdivision stage.)
It is anticipated that, owing to tree canopy cover or ravine topography along some stream reaches, it
may not be possible to obtain data of greater accuracy than those that have already been collected
during area-wide investigations. In such cases, efforts will be focussed on areas where data gaps are
suspected or where greater accuracy will be vital to the planning process (e.g., very small streams
that do not flow within ravines). Existing baseline mapping is of sufficient detail to enable stream
locations to be identified in the absence of flows. Recent topographic surveys have also provided
stream location points, and these points will be used as control checks to verify the level of
accuracy.
Ditch locations will be included on maps, but no additional location surveys are necessary, as they
are associated with margins of roadbeds.
Stream Mapping methodology will employ the provincial “Reconnaissance 1:20,000 Fish and Fish
Habitat Inventory” data collection cards (Appendix A). Cards will be completed at locations along
reaches where there are appreciable changes in such characteristics as channel morphology, bed
materials or riparian vegetation.
These cards are also consistent with portions of the SHIM methodology that are applicable to landuse planning exercises.
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According to the SHIM guidebook (Tables 3.2 and 3.5), stream characteristics relevant to centerline
surveys for purposes of land-use planning are:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

channel dimensions (bankfull width, metres) (average bankfull depth will also be estimated)
segment gradient (%)
riparian class
riparian band width (metres)
top of bank (riparian band width represents the estimated top of bank or not)
bank stability (high, medium or low) (unstable areas will be described in the comments field)
dominant bank materials (fines, gravel, cobble, boulder, bedrock)
bank slope (degrees)

The last four items pertaining to streambank characteristics are not specifically included on the data
collection cards. This information, if pertinent, will be included in the “Comments” field of the card.
During centerline field surveys, locations and characteristics of relevant channel features will be
recorded, including:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
1.1.3

tributary confluences
culverts and bridges (including dimensions), whether they likely prevent fish passage or not
other introduced barriers to fish passage
natural barriers to fish passage (including falls, chutes and steep gradients)
roads and other types of crossings
notable areas of bank instability
bank stabilization works (e.g., retaining walls)
discharges (e.g., septic fields and storm drains)
habitat enhancement opportunities
Top of Bank Mapping

According to methodologies of both SHIM and the Riparian Areas Regulation (RAR), top of bank
(TOB) is defined as:
x “The point closest to the boundary of the active floodplain of a stream where a break in the
slope of the land occurs such that the grade beyond the break is flatter than 3:1 at any point
for a minimum distance of 15 metres measured perpendicularly from the break;and
x For a floodplain area not contained in a ravine, the edge of the active floodplain of a stream
where the slope of the land beyond the edge is flatter than 3:1 at any point for a minimum
distance of 15 metres measured perpendicularly from the edge.”
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Top of Bank will be identified and flagged by a BCLS (per RAR Assessment Methods, Section
2.5.4.1), and the data applied to the mapping. Surveying of the top of bank or the stream bank will
not be carried out where the stream channel is less than 0.5 m width and where the top of bank
corresponds to the stream bank.
When relevant for establishing width of the Streamside Protection and Enhancement Area (SPEA,
per RAR detailed assessments), a Registered Professional Biologist will also flag the high-water
mark (HWM) and boundary of the widest of the Zones of Sensitivity (ZOS) before the SPEA
boundary is surveyed by a BCLS (per RAR Assessment Methods, Section 3.8).
1.2

Deliverables

1.2.1

Summary Report

A summary report will be prepared that documents specific methods, general outcomes, accuracy of
GPS, problems encountered, any deviations from the TOR, and other relevant information.
1.2.2

Database

The database will provide salient features and key information on basic stream characteristics
(channel width, substrate, riparian condition, etc.), fish presence or absence, other ecological
characteristics, potential limitations, barriers, land use, access points, etc., along with representative
photographs of each stream.
1.2.3

Maps

Watercourses, ditches, ponds, springs and wetlands will be mapped for each neighbourhood plan
area, using existing and updated information as relevant. Features to be depicted on the maps will
include:
x
x
x
x

colour-coding of stream classification
culverts and bridges
introduced and natural barriers to fish passage
existing roads

It is anticipated that, if the information is available (based on accessibility to non-proponent lands),
maps of each neighbourhood will include portions of streams extending to the next reach break
outside the neighbourhood boundary.
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1.3

Schedule

This information will be gathered for all streams within a neighbourhood as each neighbourhood
study proceeds. Neighbourhood One investigations will be conducted during Summer 2007 and will
include the streams within the neighbourhood boundary except where it is determined that stream
reaches outside the boundary are important for interpretations within the boundary. Mapping of any
headwater areas within each neighbourhood originally surveyed under low-flow conditions will be
confirmed through fall/winter surveys (when water is flowing substantially) to ensure accuracy. Peer
Reviewers will be provided dates when work is to be undertaken so they can observe field
techniques.
LAN.48 Task 2:

UPDATE ON FISHERIES ASSESSMENT
(Study 9.02)

2.1

Methods For Determining Fish Presence/Absence

Fish presence/absence in streams will be confirmed for the Neighbourhood One area, building on
existing field data and information sources.
The methods provided in the BC Riparian Areas Regulation (RAR) Assessment Methods will be
used for fish sampling and determining fish presence/absence. These methods are endorsed by the
BC Ministry of Environment, Fisheries and Oceans Canada, and the wider scientific community, and
were based on well-established protocols. The Assessment Methods describe three ways to affirm
fish presence/absence:
1.
2.
3.

evaluation of stream gradient;
evaluation of manmade barriers to fish passage; and
sampling to confirm fish absence.

More than on method may need to be employed to derive full confirmation.
2.1.1

Stream Channel Gradient

Stream reaches having channel gradients greater than 20% will generally be considered non-fishbearing. However, if a reach has an overall gradient that exceeds 20% but has a stepped-pool profile,
a headwater lake, or perennial fish habitat above the gradient barrier, direct sampling will be
undertaken to confirm fish absence.
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2.1.2

Manmade Barriers

Manmade barriers to fish passage will be assessed as to their permanence. Assessments will include
several site-specific considerations, such as:
x measurements of the barrier (e.g., length of a culvert, its gradient, and how high it is
“perched”);
x measurements/calculations of flows where a water velocity barrier is identified;
x confirmation from responsible authorities that a manmade barrier cannot be reasonably
modified or replaced with a passable structure.
In situations where a manmade barrier can be made accessible by fish, then the section immediately
upstream, extending to the next barrier, will be considered fish-bearing.
If suitable habitat exists above a manmade barrier (e.g., permanent flow or a headwater lake), direct
sampling may still be warranted to confirm the absence of resident fish.
2.1.3

Sampling to Confirm Fish Absence

A conclusion that fish are absent from a given stream reach will not be made unless there is
sufficient evidence to support that conclusion. In addition to fish capture results, evidence will
include, as applicable:
x
x
x
x
x
x

any known information on fish presence upstream and downstream of the reach sampled;
type and location of obstructions to fish migration;
sampling conditions, including stream flow, temperature, and conductivity;
sampling methods and effort (including equipment and sampling timing);
judgment of seasonal habitat availability; and
evaluation of seasonal fish use of stream and off-channel habitats.

Single-pass electrofishing surveying is the sampling method that will be used to confirm fish
absence. It is appropriate for sampling the range of habitats and establishing fish presence/absence in
the small streams of the study area. Electrofishing surveys will be undertaken by personnel with the
required training and certifications, and under permits from Fisheries and Oceans Canada (applicable
to streams with populations of anadromous salmonids) and Ministry of Environment.
The sampling effort for electrofishing will be based on the length of stream fished and the time
considered appropriate for conditions of the stream. Employing the “First Fish Captured Method”,
surveyors will commence at the downstream end of a reach and proceed sequentially upstream until
a fish is caught. All habitat types within reaches up to 500 m long will be sampled. For longer
reaches (unlikely in the study area), surveys will focus on the deepest pools and other key habitats,
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with any sampling sites being a minimum of 25 m long. If site-specific conditions warrant, a net will
first be placed downstream of the area to be sampled so that any shocked fish collect against the net.
Any fish captured will be identified and their lengths measured before they are released. Once fish
are confirmed above a suspected barrier, no further sampling will be conducted in that reach;
additional electrofishing will be undertaken reach by reach until fish absence has been confirmed.
2.1.4

Limitations

1.

The ability to electrofish streams flowing through lands not belonging Genstar will depend
on whether permission can be obtained.

2.

Electrofishing will not be undertaken in stream reaches with confirmed presence of listed
amphibian and mammal species. If stream conditions are appropriate, baited Gee traps will
be deployed. If fish absence cannot be established in a manner that protects listed species,
the stream reach will be classified as fish-bearing.

2.2

Deliverables

2.2.1

Stream Classification Map

The end product will be a map of streams that identifies fish-bearing and non-fish-bearing reaches,
extending outside the boundary of the Neighbourhood One area to an appropriate location (e.g., the
next reach break or barrier). The map will be based on best available data, and on accessibility by
investigators, given that access to some stream reaches may not be granted where a stream flows
across lands owned by others than the proponents.
2.2.2

Non-Fish-Bearing Status Reports

The RAR Assessment Methods include a requirement for a concise written justification for
designating any reach of a stream as non-fish-bearing. The report provides sufficient evidence to
support the conclusion that fish do not inhabit that portion of the stream, in the professional opinion
of the person responsible for the survey. It must be signed off by a Qualified Environmental
Professional (QEP), in this case, a Registered Professional Biologist. Reports will be produced for
any reaches of streams that require confirmation of fish presence/absence during the
Neighbourhood-Level investigations.
These reports will also include a detailed description of methods, general progress of the work, any
deviations from protocols, problem, access issues, and other pertinent features of the investigation.
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2.3

Methods For Sampling Benthic Communities

Benthic invertebrates will be sampled and analyzed according to the Module 4 Stream Invertebrate
Survey developed by Fisheries and Oceans Canada for Streamkeepers organizations. Specific
elements of the program include:
x annual sampling within a two-month window, between August 1 and September 30;
x sampling in areas of riffle habitat where diversity of benthic invertebrates is known to be
highest;
x use of a Surber sampler; and
x concurrent field measurements of basic water-quality parameters described in Streamkeepers
Module 3 Water Quality Survey developed by Fisheries and Oceans Canada.
Sample streams in Neighbourhood One will include Jamieson Creek, Barton Brook, and possibly
one to three of the small tributary streams (e.g., Harp Creek, and depending on flow conditions at the
appropriate time of year) that drain the hillside through the area. Samples will also be collected from
reference streams with similar morphology that are not affected by Neighbourhood One
development. Locations of sampling stations will be specified in consultation with the District’s Peer
Review Team.
Water-quality parameters (pH, turbidity, temperature, and dissolved oxygen) will be measured in
situ.
2.4

Methods for Analysing Benthic Community Data

Data will be analysed in accordance with the Module 4 document, although some additional analyses
(e.g., such measures as richness1 and species diversity2) will be added. Modifications and
refinements of sampling methods and metrics will be reviewed with the District’s Peer Review Team
prior to and during the progress of the sampling and analysis. The methodology, sampling frequency
and intended outcomes will be reassessed after a two-year period.
Module 4 has been chosen as the preferred methodology as it will enable community groups to
conduct benthic work related to ongoing monitoring. This Streamkeepers’ guidebook is a complete
“how-to” manual for individuals to follow, and leaves little room for error. It is a field-tested, stepby-step procedure that provides good detail of how to select and document sampling locations, the
sampler type to use, how to proceed with sampling, how to deal with samples, how to identify the
invertebrates, and the indices to use and how to interpret them. By beginning the work program
1 Pielou, E.C. 1966. The measurement of diversity in different types of biological collections. J. Theoret. Biol.
13:131-144.
2 Wilhm, J.L., and T.C. Dorris. 1968. Biological parameters for water quality criteria. Bioscience 18:477-482.
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using this methodology, the data collected over time (and quite likely by different individuals) will
be comparable and, therefore, more meaningful and useful. SEACOR Environmental Inc. will
provide those undertaking these investigations with a reference collection of invertebrates found in
study area streams.
2.5

Deliverables

A database will be created to house the invertebrate data, to be updated as new sampling data are
processed.
Within three months following the initial sampling effort, a short interpretive report will be
produced. It will include pie diagrams or histograms that portray the taxonomic data in an effective
manner.
It is recommended that parties responsible for the invertebrate sampling program undertake a
monitoring program to enable population trends to be analysed through the development and postdevelopment phases of the project.

LAN.48 Task 3:

FISHERIES SETBACK ZONES
(Study 9.03)

3.1

Methods For Incorporating Previous Tree Canopy Coverage Mapping

The tree canopy mapping polygon boundaries from the Area Wide studies will be incorporated into
the Neighbourhood One mapping as a layer in GIS. Polygon lines will be updated from revised
ecosystem mapping to be undertaken for the Neighbourhood study.
3.2

Methods For Determining Preliminary Fisheries Setback Zones

Fisheries setback zones will be established in association with the updated stream mapping and
surveyed TOB. Preliminary fisheries setback zones will be identified in accordance with the Urban
Development Guidelines established in Table 1.1 of the Environmental Base Mapping Report,
July 2007. One input to establishing fisheries setback zones will be detailed assessments in
accordance with the Riparian Areas Regulation methodology. As described in Task 1, it will be
necessary to survey the HWM in addition to the TOB.
It is recommended that the level of fish habitat and watercourse protection be reviewed with the
public advisory committee to better reflect the values of the community as a whole.
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Wetlands not connected to a stream will also be surveyed by a BCLS, assessed for health and
significance to fish and wildlife resources, and appropriate setback zones established based on the
requirements of species at risk or provincially red listed species requirements.
3.3

Methods For Assessing Riparian Corridors

A riparian corridor assessment will be carried out to derive a measure of the Riparian Forest
Integrity (RFI). Similar to the GVRD’s ISMP template, this indicator is determined by examining
two main riparian characteristics: the proportion of the stream that has been enclosed in culverts, and
the degree to which riparian vegetation setbacks have been reduced from a Riparian Areas
Regulation setback along both sides of a stream channel. The RFI can be readily determined through
air-photo analysis and ground-truthing (in conjunction with stream mapping and a detailed RAR
assessment, which will show vegetation as ecosystem units along each stream).
3.4

Deliverables

Maps depicting setback zones will be developed using GIS, on the basis of polygons that illustrate
the assessment information.

LAN.48 Task 4:

TREE MANAGEMENT AND PROTECTION APPROACH
(Study 9.04)

4.1

Methods

Significant stands of trees and individual wildlife trees of high value will be identified for
consideration for conservation/management in the planning process. These features are to be located
during the various wildlife and vegetation surveys by GPS, and to supplement earlier data on
significant tree locations from ecosystem surveys and Murray & Associates surveys, to be shown on
1:2500 scale map (May-August period). Criteria for identification of significant stands of trees will
be based on ecological characteristics (age of stand, structural stage, uniqueness of stand) collected
during the ecosystem field surveys. For individual trees (isolated and not in a stand) the criterion
will generally be a diameter of 90 cm (this criterion applies primarily to Douglas-fir trees which are
usually the only large solitary trees in the area).
4.2

Deliverables

4.2.1

Mapping

Significant stands of trees and individual high-value wildlife trees will be mapped at the 1:2,500
scale for conservation/management consideration in the planning process (May-August 2007).
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4.2.2

Reporting

A report will be prepared that includes a description of the methodology, mapping protocols, and a
database of tree stands and trees. (September 2007).
The report will also include specific tree-management recommendations, with input from a
professional forester/arborist, for incorporation into neighbourhood planning guidelines. This
information will include a review of field data and updated ecosystem mapping by the arborist and
wildlife biologists, to identify those stands that have potential for retention (with management).

LAN.48 Task 5:

PRELIMINARY GEOTECHNICAL AND HYDROGEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
(Studies 11.01 and 11.02)

To be provided by Golder Associates (TOR under review, will be provided by August 2007).

LAN.48 Task 6:

RISK ANALYSIS OF LANDSLIDES
(Study 11.03)

To be provided by Golder Associates (TOR under review, will be provided by August 2007).

LAN.48 Task 7:

UPDATE ON CLIMATE STUDIES
(Study 9.05)

7.1

Methods

Precipitation has been measured by an automated gauge that measures rainfall in five-minute
intervals since 2000. In addition, rainfall has been measured using monitored rain gauges. These
monitored gauges have been read on intervals as short as 24 hours.
7.2

Deliverables

Data from all rain gauge measurements will be provided for the database and for use in storm water
management planning.
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LAN.48 Task 8:

UPDATE ON HYDROLOGY STUDIES (WATER QUANTITY)
(Part of Study 17.0)

8.1

Methods

One automated recording flow station was established on Harp Creek in early January 2007 to
monitor water quantity and will run until at least summer 2007. One additional small stream will be
measured for flows manually by SFE Global when the Harp Creek station is being checked.
Previous data records for Jamieson Creek station will be summarized and reported as part of the
ISMP.
Thermistor data collected in 2002-2004 will be updated and analyzed to provide graphs of flow
regime in several of the small streams draining through the Jamieson Neighbourhood, and to assess
the annual hydrograph of these streams.
8.2

Deliverables

The former automated water-quantity recording station on Jamieson Creek was removed on
December 24, 2003 and all data have been provided to USL for analysis in the ISMP.
Data records from the Harp Creek recording station will be downloaded on a regular basis by SFE
Global and will be provided to USL. Data from the associated small stream will also be reported.
Study components will be reported as part of the ISMP, and as data records to the DOM.

LAN.48 Task 9:

UPDATE ON WATER QUALITY STUDIES
(Study 9.06)

9.1

Methods

9.1.1

Existing Water-Quality Data

Existing water quality data (both surface water and groundwater) and ongoing investigations will
provide relevant information for purposes of the ISMP. A continuous-recording water-quality station
has operated on Jamieson Creek since June 2002; this continuous record (with some gaps due to
equipment down-time and storm-related damage) provides a valuable baseline of data for the major
drainage of the Neighbourhood One area. Water quality parameters recorded at this station include:
temperature, conductivity, pH, dissolved oxygen, and turbidity. This station will continue at the
present, or alternate, location through the development phase of Neighbourhood One, and will
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provide a valuable tool for monitoring effects. A continuous stream flow station also operated at the
Jamieson station from August 2000 to December 2003.
Water samples were also taken for quality testing from a number of streams in 1999 (five sampling
events), in May 2001, in May and November 2002, and in 2003 (up to four sampling events for
Jamieson Creek only and two sampling events for wells). Sampling stations included Jamieson
Creek, Harp Creek and a number of smaller tributaries draining the southwest side of Silver Hill.
Drinking water wells have also been sampled, including shallow, dug wells.
Periphyton were also collected from the Jamieson Creek channel at the monitoring station using
artificial substrate plates in June 2002 and September 2002, and again in 2003. Data from these
samples will be provided for the database.
9.1.2

Water-Quality Sampling

Additional grab samples for water quality testing will be collected from several small streams at
points immediately above Gunn Avenue on three occasions during 2007: mid-March, late May, and
mid-July (providing there is sufficient flow to collect samples). Streams to be sampled are: Sylvain
Creek, Trib D, Trib H, Trib I, Trib M and Trib S. On the same occasions a multi-probe YSI Sonde
will be used for in situ analyses at these and other selected locations.
Grab samples will be analyzed by a laboratory for physical and nutrient parameters, similar to those
collected in 2001, 2002 and 2003; these parameters included:
x
x
x
x

pH, colour, TSS, TDS, turbidity
dissolved organic carbon
TKN, total N, total organic N, NH3 N, NO3 N dissolved, NO3 + NO2, and NO2 N
Ortho-P, total dissolved P, and total P.

The data for these and previous results will be provided to the database.
9.1.3

Sediment Sampling

Sediment sampling will be undertaken in June 2007 at Jamieson Creek (at the recorder station), Harp
Creek (below Gunn Avenue), Barton Brook (above Silverdale Avenue), Sylvain Creek (above
Silverdale Avenue), and one or two of the smaller tributaries draining the Neighbourhood One area.
Samples will be collected following standardized protocols and sent to an analytical laboratory for
analysis of percent moisture, particle size, metals, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and total
organic carbon. These data will be provided to the database and will provide a baseline dataset for
comparison to any future monitoring.
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9.2

Deliverables

Water-quality and sediment data, in the form of spreadsheets, will be reported as part of the ISMP
and database.

LAN.48 Task 10: UPDATE ON VEGETATION AND HABITAT STUDIES
(Study 9.07)
10.1

Methods

The following tasks will be undertaken to update the vegetation and habitat information:
1.

Ecosystem mapping for the Neighbourhood One area will be provided at 1:2500 scale,
based on previous field data, confirmed and supplemented with 2007 field survey data
(approximately 6 field days in June-July 2007 period).

2.

Ecosystem descriptions will be updated from earlier studies and the field database will be
updated to include all previous data for the Neighbourhood One area and the Urban Reserve
as a whole.

3.

A revised plant species list will be prepared.

The following paragraphs provide more detail of how this information will satisfy the ISMP
development process.
10.1.1

Incorporate Existing Assessment Information

Existing data from the Area Wide studies will be compiled into a database for integration into the
Neighbourhood One studies, and updated as these studies progress. Preliminary data and mapping
from previous studies that have included the Neighbourhood One area will be integrated into new
database and mapping products, with GIS compatibility.
10.1.2

Develop a Rating Scale for Important Habitat and Biological Elements

A rating scale will be developed for important vegetative and wildlife habitats based on ecosystem
units and mapping for the Neighbourhood One area. Areas of each ecosystem unit will be computed
from the ecosystem mapping in GIS, and the relative sensitivity of each unit assessed, based on CDC
listing status (red or blue listed) and other relevant conservation status. CDC red-listed ecosystems
will receive the highest rating for conservation purposes. Where relatively intact ecosystem units are
confirmed, a sample of these will be assessed in the field for their condition and for their potential to
exist with development in the area. This process will enable specific occurrences of listed ecosystem
units to be identified for conservation and management potential.
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Rare plant surveys will provide an indication of which species occur in the Neighbourhood One area
and which ecosystem units and specific locations have the highest potential for supporting those
listed species. Rare plants that are CDC red-listed or have SARA listing status as endangered or
threatened will receive the highest ranking for conservation and management purposes.
Habitats that are important for the future survival of wildlife species of conservation concern (i.e.,
CDC listed or SARA listed) will be identified from the wildlife surveys at the Neighbourhood level
(see Task 11). Each wildlife species of conservation concern will be evaluated for its present status
in the Neighbourhood One area and the South West Mission Urban Reserve area as a whole, and its
ability to remain in the developed landscape with conservation and management practices
implemented. The ecosystem units identified and mapped at the Neighbourhood level will be rated
for each of the wildlife species of conservation concern, plus other selected wildlife species from the
candidate list that has been selected in consultation with the District’s Peer Review Team. These
species or groups of species would benefit from habitat conservation and active management on the
SURA, with assessment of habitat patches and linkages as neighbourhood planning progresses.
10.1.3

Identify Important Habitat and Elements that Have Relocation and Compensation
Potential

Based on information collected and assessed as described for the previous task, ecosystem units, and
habitats within those units, that have the highest value for conservation of plant communities, rare
plants and wildlife of concern will be identified. These “elements” will be assessed for long-term
benefits of conservation and management within a developed landscape. Where relocation or
restoration is assessed as feasible and practical, opportunities for such will be brought forward to the
Neighbourhood planning process.
10.1.4

Establish Conservation Boundaries for Important Habitat and Elements That Have no
Relocation and Compensation Potential

Where “elements” having high value from a conservation perspective are identified and where
relocation, restoration or enhancement are not feasible or practical and where there is a confirmed
need for conservation in a local and regional perspective, those “elements” will be brought forward
to the Neighbourhood planning process. Such “elements” can be afforded long term consideration
under various designations for conservation areas or green space, where pubic access is denied or
limited.
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10.2

Deliverables

10.2.1

Database

A database, with GIS compatibility, will be produced compiling existing data from the Area Wide
studies for integration into the Neighbourhood One studies, and updated as these studies progress.
10.2.2

Mapping

A map will be produced at the 1:2,500 scale depicting ecosystems of the Neighbourhood One area
and contiguous areas of the SURA, with a polygon database.
10.2.3

Reporting

A report will be prepared that describes the field studies and mapping protocols and methods, and
provides a plant species list, a database of field data collected during 2007 and previous years (for
data relevant to the Neighbourhood One area), and a description of ecosystem units found in the
mapping area (August 2007).

LAN.48 Task 11: UPDATE ON WILDLIFE STUDIES
(Study 9.08)
11.1

Methods

The wildlife-studies update will include the components outlined below.
1.

Existing data from the Area Wide studies will be compiled into a database for integration
into the Neighbourhood One studies, and updated as these studies progress. The timeline for
creating the database and inserting the existing data sets from the area wide studies is
September 2007.

2.

Additional wildlife reconnaissance level studies will be carried out for the Neighbourhood
One area in spring and summer 2007. Most studies will be focussed on listed wildlife species
(see Task 12). A preliminary list of candidate species and species groups has been prepared,
and includes: small mammals (including shrews), mustelids (marten, ermine), amphibians
(tailed frog, red-legged frog, Western toad, salamanders), bats, cavity nesting owls (e.g.,
Western screech owl), green heron, breeding birds, butterflies, dragonflies/damselflies, and
Oregon forest snail.

3.

Animal movement studies will be carried out along expected movement corridors/trails,
using remote digital cameras (4 or 5 cameras over an 8 week period), track tunnels (10 to 20
tunnels over a 4 week period), and bait/scent stations, in conjunction with foot surveys to
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document animal movement patterns (April-July period). Known game trails will be mapped
with GPS and plotted on the ecosystem map.
4.

Breeding bird surveys (6 rounds in total at a minimum of 20 stations) will be carried out at
selected representative habitat types in the Neighbourhood One area (April-June period).
Additional stand watches (one or more rounds of 10 to 20 minute duration) will be carried
out at selected habitat types to provide additional data that may be missed by the BBS.

5.

Searches for amphibian egg masses and tadpoles will be carried out in wetlands along and
near Jamieson Creek and elsewhere in the Neighbourhood One area to supplement earlier
survey data (approximately 5 days in April-June period).

6.

Small mammal traplines will be established in representative habitat types to document small
mammal occurrence and relative numbers in those habitats. Only live traps will be used,
which once established will be left dormant for 7 days and then activated (approximate 10
day trapping period in July-August).

7.

Butterfly and dragonfly/damselfly surveys will be undertaken in representative habitat
locations (approximately 10 days in May-September period).

With one exception related to the timeframe of terrestrial studies, these field programs meet the
Terms of Reference (TOR) specified by LAN.48 Appendix 1 (i). Whereas LAN.48 specifies wildlife
surveys over a 12-month period, the Study Team does not consider that a full year of study is
necessary or warranted in this location, but rather that essential information on wildlife can be
gathered during spring and summer, when most reproductive activity and intense habitat use by
wildlife occurs. Where identified, and with the concurrence of the Peer Review Team, fall and
winter surveys will be completed for wildlife species and groups of species about which additional
information (beyond that collected during spring and summer) is considered essential.
11.2

Deliverables

11.2.1

Mapping

Maps of sample stations for the various surveys will be provided at 1:2,500 scale, based on the
ecosystem map.
11.2.2

Reporting

A report will be prepared on wildlife studies carried out in 2007, with data from previous years
studies, for the Neighbourhood One and contiguous areas of the Urban Reserve. The report will
describe the approach to the studies, the specific methods and standards used, a database, summary
of significant findings, and recommendations for further studies to fill data gaps. (September 2007)
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LAN.48 Task 12: UPDATE ON SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES ASSESSMENT
(Study 9.09)
12.1

Methods for Wildlife

Investigations that will be undertaken of wildlife species of special conservation concern are
outlined below.
1. Focussed surveys for red-legged frogs to document wetlands used for breeding (egg mass
and tadpole searches) (April-June period) and searches for adults (April-June period) in
specific locations.
2. Focussed survey for western screech-owl using the call-playback method (5 rounds at 10
stations) (April-May period).
3. Focussed survey for band-tailed pigeons using the breeding bird survey method, in
conjunction with general breeding bird and foot reconnaissance surveys (included in the six
BBS in May-June period).
4. Focussed visual search for green heron breeding areas along larger streams and wetland
riparian zones (2 days of foot surveys in June).
5. Focussed survey for small carnivores using baited (scented) track stations and remote
infrared cameras (May–July period).
6. Small mammal trapping (to include Trowbridge’s shrew) in representative habitat types
(July-August, using live traps).
7. Focussed survey for Oregon forest snail to document relative distribution in habitat units
(approximately 6 days of foot surveys in May-June period).
12.2

Deliverables

See Task 11.
Reports of findings will be made to satisfy permit requirements annually. Contributions to the
Conservation Data Centre regarding new findings related to species of concern will be made
annually in conjunction with Peer Reviewer concurrence.
12.3

Methods for Vegetation

Investigations that will be undertaken of plant species of special conservation concern are outlined
below.
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1.

A rare plant survey will be carried out in upland habitats of the Neighbourhood One area,
based on a methodology used for 2002 wetland surveys and assessment. Timing of surveys
will be spring and mid-summer in representative ecosystem units (two sets of foot surveys
are planned for the Neighbourhood area).

2.

Several of the wetlands will be re-checked during the rare plant surveys to update 2002
survey information, plus the small wetland at the headwaters of Jamieson Creek and the
resurveyed larger in-line wetland on upper Jamieson Creek.

3.

The provincially listed rare plant communities for the CWH Biogeoclimatic Zone will be
updated for a listing of candidate ecosystems that may occur in the Neighbourhood One
area.

4.

Listed plant communities will be assessed for condition and function, with emphasis on
red-listed. Where red-listed or blue-listed ecosystem units are found that are considered to
be representative of the type, and represent an opportunity for long-term conservation,
such units will be surveyed by GPS and outlined on the updated ecosystem mapping.

Note: please refer to Task 10, section dealing with details of approach for the ISMP process.
12.4

Deliverables

In conjunction with Task 10, a report on rare plant surveys and assessment of rare plant communities
will be completed. This report will describe the detailed methodology used for the rare plant surveys
and the assessment of rare plant communities. (August 2007)

LAN.48 Task 13: WILDLIFE CORRIDOR ISSUES
(Study 9.10)
13.1

Methods

Wildlife corridor investigations will be undertaken concurrently with other wildlife investigations
(Tasks 11 and 12). Specific elements will include:
1.

Field surveys to document wildlife movement routes; see Tasks 11 and 12 (April–July
period).

2.

Re-evaluation of potential wildlife corridors that were identified in the EBM mapping,
based on wildlife movement routes and linkages across the SURA.

3.

Provision of information to the planning team for incorporation into neighbourhood
planning to identify suitable linkages (wildlife connectivity) as part of park space and
green space, in conjunction with stream and ravine corridors.
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4.

13.2

Provide recommendations for management measures for predatory wildlife movements
(i.e., bears, cougar, coyotes) and potential education measures for the public.
Deliverables

See Task 11.

LAN.48 Task 14: UPDATE ON GROUNDWATER WELL AND SURFACE WATER LICENCE
LOCATIONS
(Study 11.02)

Golder Associates will update 2001 report information to confirm locations of groundwater wells
and surface water licences in Neighbourhood One.

LAN.48 Task 15: WATERCOURSE MONITORING DATA FOR FLOW REGIMES AND
WATER QUALITY
(Studies 9.06 and 17.0)
15.1

Methods

This task will be based on Tasks 8 and 9, and will provide the baseline (pre-construction) condition.
15.2

Deliverables

Recommendations for additional flow and quality monitoring will be provided, with a view to
confirming station locations and the types of equipment and installations, monitoring protocols, and
data QC/QA measures that should be in place prior to construction. Details of reporting will be part
of the ISMP.
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LAN.48 Task 16: WATERSHED MANAGEMENT PLAN
(Study 17.0)
16.1

Methods

This overall management plan for Jamieson Creek and smaller tributaries to the Chester Creek
system will be based on ecological elements captured under tasks described above, and that will
contribute substantial information to the ISMP.
16.2

Deliverables

A framework will be provided for ongoing planning and monitoring of key aspects of watershed
management, both during construction and post-construction. Details of reporting will be part of the
ISMP.

LAN.48 Task 17: STORM WATER CONCEPTUAL PLAN
(Study 17.0)

TOR has been prepared by Urban Systems Ltd. and forms part of the ISMP TOR.

LAN.48 Task 18: NATURAL FEATURES PROTECTION PLAN
(Study 9.11)

To be prepared by the land use planner

LAN.48 Task 19: DEDICATED PARK AND GREEN SPACE PLAN
(Study 9.11)

To be prepared by the land use planner

LAN.48 Task 20: SPECIAL-STATUS SPECIES PROTECTION PLAN
(Study 9.12)
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20.1

Methods

Tasks 10 through 13 will provide information on habitat use by special-status species in the
Neighbourhood One study area. Species-protection plans will address requirements of species
recovery plans and best-management practices developed under the Species at Risk Act and
provincial legislation and policy (including guidelines that are in place for species groups), and
policy of the DOM.
20.2

Deliverables

The Special-Status Species Protection Plan will be provided in a report that includes:
x an overall plan for addressing future conservation and management of special status plant
and animal species and listed ecosystems (subject to condition assessment) for integration
into the Neighbourhood One area plan.
x an outline of species-specific plans for conservation and management for those species
confirmed as occurring in the Neighbourhood One area or that have a high probability of
occurrence in adjoining areas (either on the Urban Reserve or off, but where negative
impacts from development of Neighbourhood One could occur).
x Guidelines for incorporating species-specific protection plans when moving to the
subdivision process, including general mitigation measures that can be employed.

LAN.48 Task 21: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PLAN OUTLINE
(Study 9.13)
21.1

Methods

Environmental protection plans will be formulated for Neighbourhood One development, based on
biophysical information gathered during these investigations. Each component of the plan will be
created by subject matter experts on the project team, and will be comprehensive: they will apply to
pre-construction, servicing, construction and post-construction phases of the project.
21.2

Deliverables

The Environmental Protection Plan will be produced as a report, likely in loose-leaf format to enable
specific parts to be referenced in a practical manner by managers of specific project components.
Components of the plan will include:
x Erosion and sediment control plan
x Stream protection and mitigation plan
x Re-vegetation/landscape plan
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x
x
x
x

Native soil conservation and management plan
Tree protection and replacement plan
Nuisance and problem wildlife management plan
Public access to conservation areas plan

LAN.48 Task 22: ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAM
(Study 9.14)
22.1

Methods

Environmental monitoring programs plans will be formulated for Neighbourhood One development,
informed by biophysical information gathered during these investigations. Each component of the
program will be created by subject matter experts on the project team, and will be comprehensive:
they will apply to pre-construction, servicing, construction and post-construction phases of the
project.
22.2

Deliverables

The Environmental Monitoring Program will be produced as a report, likely in loose-leaf format to
enable specific parts to be referenced in a practical manner by monitors of specific project
components. Components of the program will include:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Stream-flow monitoring plan for targeted streams
Water-quality monitoring plan for targeted streams
Steam biota monitoring plan (stream productivity and biodiversity indicators)
Construction water-quality monitoring plan and protocols
Wildlife monitoring plan
Rare plant species and ecosystem monitoring plans
Reporting protocols and lines of responsibility

LAN.48 Task 23: STEWARDSHIP AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
(Study 9.15)

As part of the Neighbourhood One plan implementation phase, consideration will be given to
municipal policies to encourage community stewardship of conservation areas. This work could be
linked to the work plan background study on Community League Feasibility.
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Funding support for community stewardship activities could be considered as part of funding
decisions on maintenance resulting from the ISMP (Background Study 17). Discussions with local
school groups and the Parks Department should also take place at this stage for program
opportunities with youth and seniors as part of regular school and park program activities. Support
for stewardship activities should be specifically explored with the NPAC, and at public meetings
once a preferred land use plan is endorsed by Council.

LAN.48 Task 24: GENERAL CONFORMANCE WITH AREA STRUCTURE PLAN POLICIES

The land-use planner will have responsibility for analysis of conformance with policies of the DOM
and other applicable regulatory authorities.
Environmental aspects will include, where relevant:
x Required environmental permits and approvals
x Fisheries habitat mitigation planning (conceptual at this stage)
x Proposed enhancement/restoration measures as part of fisheries compensation (conceptual at
this stage, with details to be provided as supporting documentation for DFO authorizations)

W:\_CLIENT FILES\_EIA Group\201.00894CS SW Mission\FINAL REPORT\SW Mission 2007 Neighbourhood One TOR Report
FINAL 31July07.doc
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APPENDIX A
Reconnaissance 1:20,000 Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory
Data Collection Cards
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Appendix 1 (ii)
LAND USE STUDY
Upon the identification of environmentally sensitive areas lands and other protected areas, and
thereby lands that are deemed to be non-developable, a land use study is to be prepared.
The land use study for the Neighbourhood Plan process is to achieve a high level of land use
planning principles that incorporate the values of sustainable development, complete community
and Smart Growth. The overall theme of future urban development is to minimize the built form
footprint within the subject area. For example, a development strategy that dominates the
Silverdale hillside with single family homes is not supported. Innovative land use and housing
concepts such as urban village clusters, urban garden areas within the designated ALR lands to
the south, Smart houses, incorporation of Leadership in Energy and Environment Design
(LEED) principles, area wide and connective pedestrian and bicycle networks, and highly
designed employment and neighbourhood commercial centre nodes are to be pursued. Land
use development patterns that minimize the use of automobiles are also sought. Collaboration
with external organizations such as University of British Columbia’s Sustainable Communities
Program, in pursuit of these concepts, is encouraged.
The land use study is to generate varied land use development options for the Neighbourhood
Plan area. The varied options are intended to identify different land use development patterns
of the built form on the hillside. In this manner, varied housing types and densities can be
explored, and the aesthetic and functional impact thereof evaluated. As significant is the need
for the development pattern to be liveable, and to be respectful and reflective of Mission’s
natural character. The overall objective of the land use study generating varied land use
development concepts is to enable the municipality and the public to select the most preferred
development concept.
The Land Use Study is to address and/or incorporate the following issues:
–

identification of environmentally sensitive areas and other lands to be protected from
development;

–

topographical constraints;

–

archaeological site inventory;

–

existing heritage and cultural locations and features inventory;

–

protection of unique and/or endangered vegetation clusters, identification and preservation
of natural geographic features and ridgelines;

–

methodogy to preserve parkland, heritage sites, etc.;

–

identification of Neighbourhood Plan Area boundaries for the designated Urban Residential
area;

–

future housing mix and varied land use development options;

–

proposed development phasing within the Neighbourhood Plan Area, and the ‘trigger’
requirement to move from one development phase to the next;

–

commercial, institutional, employment, and active/passive parkland (i.e. including trails) land
use requirements and designated locations;

–

community infrastructure land use requirements (i.e. social, educational and health
infrastructure, including schools, libraries, museums, arts amenities, policing, firehall,
medical centres and communication linkages);
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–

innovative hillside land use strategies to characterize the Silverdale development as unique,
environmentally sustainable and fiscally responsible;

–

landscaping policies and standards that reflect a naturescaping ethos such as the
approaches utilized by the City of North Vancouver and the City of Port Moody that promote
the restoration and protection of natural habitat within urban areas; and

–

computer visual analysis of proposed development patterns.

Specific items to include within the Land Use Study include:
–

best practices and land use planning innovation examples from other communities;

–

diversity of housing choices;

–

the interface of urban density locales with adjacent rural lands;

–

the connectivity of the Silverdale urban precinct with the existing urban development area of
Mission; and,

–

land development options for build-out of the remainder of the designated Urban/Urban
Reserve area.

The Land Use Study shall further provide mapping of the proposed land uses for the
Neighbourhood Plan area.
With regard to the timing of land development within the Neighbourhood Plan Area, and
potential continued development within the remainder of the designated Urban Reserve area,
the following guidelines are to be adhered to:
•

The phasing strategy for Neighbourhood Plan areas is to address the orderly staging of
development of land uses and infrastructure so as to ensure that growth occurs in a
coordinated, sequential fashion;

•

Development phase area boundaries within a Neighbourhood Plan area are to be reflective
of serviceable land areas, particularly for stormwater and drainage;

•

In order for urban development to move from one phase of development within the
Neighbourhood Plan area to the next, and from one entire Neighbourhood Plan area to the
next, it is anticipated that either one of two conditions will be met; namely, a 75 percent build
out of the allocated dwelling unit density for the subject development phase area (i.e. or for
the entire Neighbourhood Plan area) will occur, or 75 percent of the designated residential
land use area for either the subject phase area, or entire Neighbourhood Plan area, will be
developed. District of Mission Council must further approve the commencement of the new
phase of development;

A conceptual Neighbourhoood Plan area boundary identification and urban development phase
sequence is to be prepared to identify the proposed Neighbourhood Plan areas for the entire,
approximate 3400 acre, designated Urban Reserve area.
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Appendix 1 (iii)
NEIGHBOURHOOD TRANSPORTATION STUDY
The Neighbourhood Transportation Study is to provide a comprehensive review of
transportation needs and sustainable options available to service the neighbourhood area. A
significant factor in achieving a comprehensive transportation system is the need to respect the
watercourse mapping inventory, identified headwater areas, and wildlife corridors, compiled for
the larger Silverdale Urban/Urban Reserve area. Proposed transportation routings shall avoid
as much as possible and minimize the number of crossings through these environmental
features. The Transportation Study will forecast impacts both internal and external to the
Neighbourhood Plan Area for a timeframe consistent with District of Mission capital
programming, the District of Mission Official Community Plan and the requirements of the
Ministry of Transportation. It is noted that the Ministry of Transportation and has commented
that they will not entertain approval of signals at any intersection other than Nelson Street
between Wren Street and Silverdale/McLean.
Content of the Neighbourhood Transportation Study is to include:
An emphasis on sustainable transportation principles, and an objective to minimize
travel patterns that rely on single occupant vehicle;
An inventory of existing travel, roadway network, transit, pedestrian and bicycle facility
conditions;
Future base conditions, including planned transportation improvements and
demographic forecasts. The study shall pursue transportation options which will
minimize the increased demand for green time from the north leg of Nelson Street at the
highway;
External roadway network options based on forecasted land uses;
Travel forecasts;
Internal roadway classification;
Pedestrian and bicycle routings and facilities;
Transit facilities and services.
Specific items to include in each study:
Review in detail, varied alternatives for the proposed municipal transportation system,
including an environmental assessment of each option, with an overall objective of
selecting a preferred option and establishing corridor routes for the plan area. Projects
identified should include traffic signals required in addition to road improvements; where
feasible, suitably designed traffic roundabouts in appropriate locations may be
considered;
Similar exercise for collector corridors for the area;
Detail the requirements associated with Highway #7 upgrading to accommodate the
selected municipal transportation routes;
Develop in some detail, standards for bicycle paths, neighbourhood traffic calming and
other measures such as pedestrian mobility linkages needed to meet the sustainable
transportation objectives for the area;
Develop in conjunction with the District of Mission and BC Transit means of achieving
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transit objectives for the area, recognizing the slope gradients of routes for transit
buses, particularly in adverse winter conditions;
Involve the municipal Bicycle Advisory Committee in neighbourhood planning for bicycle
routes; and
Consideration of provisions for horse riding trails.
Public and pedestrian access into Environmental Sensitive Area trail locations requires
environmental assessment. In areas of sensitive habitat, including seasonally sensitive habitat
and areas of erosion or other natural hazards, public access should be avoided.
Prior to the potential first phase of development, the sequence of construction for improvements
will be identified in relation to the phasing of development in the Neighbourhood Plan Area, and
thresholds developed for each project in terms of area being developed, numbers of units of
development being completed or other aspects related to the capital projects. Ultimate rightsof-way shall be identified and secured relevant to the proposed phase, including any required
off-site servicing rights-of-way. Cost estimates for works and services should include land costs,
engineering and contingencies. A financing/cost recovery strategy is to be identified for any
capital works projects proposed or planned for, including the projected benefit of any of the
proposed projects on the specific development area and the broader development area, as well
as an assessment or estimate of the on-going financial impact (operating and maintenance
costs) associated with the said works.
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Appendix 1 (iv)
BULK WATER SUPPLY STUDY
As part of the Neighbourhood Plan process, a bulk water supply study shall be prepared to
examine the following specific issues:
Review of water source supply needs for build-out of the larger, approximate 3400 acre
Urban Reserve area;
Detailed review of route(s) for the extension of the current bulk water supply system for
the proposed Neighbourhood Plan area, including an environmental assessment of both
the proposed initial routing of the system, and the identified future extension routings.
Review feasibility of twinning the system in future, from a routing perspective and
available corridor widths
The planning phase of the bulk water supply study should avoid and minimize potential
impacts to ESA’s. Bulk water supply which require maintenance rights-of-ways should
be aligned outside of ESA’s in order to avoid maintenance activity impacts.
Review financial and maintenance related issues with respect to over sizing of bulk
water supply system for ultimate development densities
Include booster pump stations, reservoirs, prv chambers and connecting supply
systems as part of the bulk water supply system
Major distribution works required to support development within each neighbourhood
plan area must be detailed
Prior to the potential first phase of development, the sequence of construction for improvements
will be identified in relation to the phasing of development in the Neighbourhood Plan Area, and
thresholds developed for each project in terms of area being developed, numbers of units of
development being completed or other aspects related to the capital projects. Ultimate rightsof-way shall be identified and secured relevant to the proposed phase, including any required
off-site servicing rights-of-way. Cost estimates for works and services should include land costs,
engineering and contingencies. A financing/cost recovery strategy is to be identified for any
capital works projects proposed or planned for, including the projected benefit of any of the
proposed projects on the specific development area and the broader development area, as well
as an assessment or estimate of the on-going financial impact (operating and maintenance
costs) associated with the said works.
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Appendix 1 (v)
TRUNK SEWER SYSTEM STUDY
As part of the Neighbourhood Plan process, the applicant shall prepare a trunk sewer system
study. The following specific issues are to be addressed:
Similar to the water system, a detailed review of the proposed trunk sewer system will
be required, including an environmental assessment and routing for both the initial
system and future twinning of the system. The planning phase of the trunk sewer
should avoid and minimize potential impacts to ESA’s. Trunk sewers which require
maintenance right-of-ways should be aligned outside of ESA’s in order to avoid
maintenance activity impacts.
Review financial and maintenance related issues with respect to over sizing the trunk
sewer system for ultimate development densities, including means of mitigating
maintenance issues associated with over sizing.
Catchment areas should be refined, including a review of the areas serviced by major
sewer lift stations.
Include major sewer lift stations in trunk facilities.
All sewage generated from proposed development within the designated Silverdale Urban
Residential area will be transported to the Joint Abbotsford-Mission Environmental System
(J.A.M.E.S) for treatment. The option of a separate sewage treatment plant, constructed in the
Silverdale/Mission area is not considered a viable option.
Prior to the potential first phase of development, the sequence of construction for improvements
will be identified in relation to the phasing of development in the Neighbourhood Plan Area, and
thresholds developed for each project in terms of area being developed, numbers of units of
development being completed or other aspects related to the capital projects. Ultimate rightsof-way shall be identified and secured relevant to the proposed phase, including any required
off-site servicing rights-of-way. Cost estimates for works and services should include land costs,
engineering and contingencies. A financing/cost recovery strategy is to be identified for any
capital works projects proposed or planned for, including the projected benefit of any of the
proposed projects on the specific development area and the broader development area, as well
as an assessment or estimate of the on-going financial impact (operating and maintenance
costs) associated with the said works.
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Appendix 1 (vi)
INTEGRATED STORMWATER MANAGEMENT STUDY
As part of the Neighbourhood Plan process, an integrated stormwater management study for
relevant catchment areas shall be prepared. The objectives to achieve include maintaining the
pre-development flow regime and water quality in all streams to the extent possible through the
use of BMP’s (i.e. Best Management Practises) acceptable to the Director of Engineering and
defining minor and major flow paths. Monitoring in both pre-development and post-development
stages should be done quarterly. Pre-development monitoring should, as an absolute minimum
cover one year of record, and preferably two years or longer if possible. Post-development
monitoring should be ongoing until the development is built out. In addition, the following
specific issues are to be examined:
Identify and detail major trunk system works, including BMP’s for each catchment area.
Environmental assessment will be required for any proposed detention pond sites and flood
prevention improvements including culvert replacements, pump station or other flood prevention
improvements identified in the detailed work. The aesthetic and community safety impacts of
proposed detention facilities, including mosquito management, is to be addressed. The
aesthetic objective is that detention ponds be an integrated landscaped component of the
natural environment.
Carry out geomorphological assessments of watercourses in the area to assess their abilities to
handle post-development storm events, ensure that channel maintenance and forming
processes are not adversely impacted through stormwater management systems, and develop
options for BMP’s. The assessment should consider minimum, mean and maximum flows and
how these flows affect lateral, channel floodplain and ecological stabilities.
Groundwater (aquifer) recharge areas that are connected to confined groundwater sources
must be delineated and provided the level of protection from any disturbance that will ensure
that the flow regime of the confined groundwater source is not altered. Where groundwater
recharge areas are not connected to confined groundwater sources it is not required that the
recharge area be protected, but rather that the recharge function be conserved in a manner that
will mitigate any potential changes to the groundwater flow regime from occurring.
Carry out a comprehensive surficial geology and hydrogeological study to determine the
physical extent of groundwater aquifers which supply wells within and adjacent to the
development area and which may be impacted by the proposed development, assess the
magnitude of any potential impact, and identify measures which must be undertaken to mitigate
negative impacts within the identified area of influence.
Carry out aquatic habitat impact assessments to ensure that aquatic and associated habitats
are not adversely impacted through stormwater management.
Quantify downstream drainage works required for each catchment area to prevent any increase
in frequency and extent of flooding in the lowlands. Volume reduction strategies must be
addressed at the site level to mitigate changes to watercourse flow regimes, including increases
to downstream flooding.
Identify, in detail, storm systems required to meet neighbourhood level planning objectives,
including operation and maintenance related issues. This will require, in part, more computer
modelling using site-specific rainfall and runoff data – in effect, developing an integrated
stormwater management plan (ISMP) for each catchment area, and in sum the overall
development area. In the above review of hydrology, determine what back-up systems should
be installed or adapted where unproven measures are recommended to achieve the objectives.
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Use the “Integrated Stormwater management Planning Terms of Reference Template” (GVRD
2002) and “Best Management Practices Guide for Stormwater” (GVRD Oct 1999) in developing
integrated stormwater management plans and considering BMP use.
The Stormwater Management Study is to also explore and report on alternative stormwater
management approaches, such as the City of Seattle’s “Street Edge Alternatives” model that
accommodates fish protection and pedestrian mobility options.
Prior to the potential first phase of development, the sequence of construction for drainage
works will be identified in relation to the phasing of development in the neighbourhood plan, and
thresholds developed for each project in terms of area being developed, numbers of units and
development being completed or other aspects related to the capital projects. Ultimate rightsof-way shall be identified and secured relevant to the proposed phase, including any required
off-site servicing rights of way. Cost estimates for works and services should include any land
costs, environmental protection/compensation/mitigation and monitoring, engineering and
contingencies. A financial/cost recovery strategy is to be identified for any capital works
projects proposed or planned for, including the projected benefit of any of the proposed projects
on the specific development area and the broader development areas, as well as an
assessment or estimate of the on-going financial impact (operating and maintenance costs)
associated with the said works.
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Appendix 1 (vii)
OTHER STUDIES REQUIRED PRIOR TO CONSIDERATION OF ADOPTION OF THE FIRST
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
In addition to the Environmental, Land Use, Transportation, Bulk Water, Trunk Sewer and
Integrated Storm Water Management studies referenced in appendices 1(i) through 1(vi),
additional studies will also include:
1. (i) Slope Analysis based on 1 metre contours and slopes with a minimum of four categories:
a) 0 to 15%, b) 15% to 30%, c) 30% to 40% and d) over 40%.
(ii) An assessment of slope slippage risks and identification of areas which should not be
developed at urban densities due to potential land slide risks.
2. Archaeological Assessments.
3. Park and Environmental Sensitive Areas Acquisition Study.
4. Renewable Energy Technology study, including exploring the feasibility of utilization of wind
turbines, building integrated photo voltaics, geothermal heat pumps, active solar water and
air heating systems, solar streetlights, and other alternative energy operating systems.
Partnerships with private firms and linkages with programs such as the 2010 Sustainable
Strategy Committees for Energy and Transportation are encouraged.
5. Long term monitoring plan for stream flow and rainfall data collection. The extent and
responsibility for on-going monitoring and data collection programs including who collects
and manages the data, who pays, and related issues, requires clarification.
6. Water metering study.
7. Overall South West Mission Area Transportation Plan, as per Terms of Reference to be
prepared by the Ministry of Transportation and the District of Mission.
8. Alternative Standards Study, with recommendations for revisions or additions to the
Subdivision Control Bylaw and Zoning Bylaw. Items in this study will include establishing
standards for items such as booster pump stations, reservoirs and prv stations, sewer lift
stations, road standards for each classification, retention and detention storm drainage
standards, streetscape design, and the function, ownership and maintenance of the green
web corridors.
9. Landscape Design Strategy which is to be applicable to entire Urban Reserve designated
area.
10. Community League Feasibility Study (this study will explore the possibility of establishing
neighbourhood resident associations as based on the Alberta model as well as to identify
how existing residential groups and associations in the area can be supported and further
enhanced).
11. TransPass Feasibility Study, including administrative responsibilities (this study will explore
the possibility of varied transit use options).
12. Analysis of Projected Retail Commercial Demand.
13. Analysis of future employment needs and identification of varied land use opportunities for
employment generating uses within development area.
14. Major Leisure and Community Facilities Study.
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15. Identification of and financing/cost recovery strategy for other facilities, infrastructure and/or
community amenity capital projects that are expected or needed, over the long-term, as a
result of development. An assessment or estimate of any on-going financial impact
(additional operating and maintenance costs) associated with any of the projects is also
needed together with an analysis and projection of project benefits in terms of the specific
development area, the broader development area and/or the community as a whole (if
applicable). This would include capital project needs within and outside the broader
development area. Particular emphasis should be given to identifying projects that would
impact the District’s 15-year capital planning time horizon.
Terms of Reference for the subject 15 listed studies shall be either initiated by the District of
Mission, or devised in consultation with the District of Mission. The proponent of the
Neighbourhood Plan area process shall be solely responsible for the costs of preparing the
outlined 15 studies. It is further acknowledged that specific studies, such as Archaeological,
have been previously undertaken; such studies may only require an update. In addition, as
subsequent Neighbourhood Plan areas are pursued, specific studies may not be needed to be
duplicated.
The proponent’s costs to conduct the varied studies shall not be eligible for subsequent cost
recovery, through a mechanism such as ‘latecomer fees’.
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PUBLIC CONSULTATION COMMUNICATION PLAN
1.0 OVERVIEW

Public consultation is to be an integral part of the neighbourhood plan process for the Silverdale
Urban Residential Area. The District of Mission Silverdale Urban Residential Neighbourhood
Plans Terms of Reference Policy (LAN.48) provides guidance for a comprehensive and
inclusive public consultation process, as detailed in Appendix A.
The first goal of the Communication Plan is to provide information to the public on a timely basis
through a variety of communication tools. A second goal is to provide a range of opportunities
for input into the neighbourhood plan from all residents and business owners within the District
of Mission. All levels of input, from the intense to the occasional, are to be welcomed.
The Public Consultation Communication Plan is based on the following key management and
accountability principles:
District Planning Department staff will provide overall management of the process, under
direction from District of Mission Council.
Public meeting facilitation will be under the direction of either District staff, staff from the
land use study consultant, or an independent professional facilitator selected by the
District
The public process is to be integrated with development of the neighbourhood plan land
use concept, and the land use study terms of reference therefore shall include a public
process component in their work plan submissions
Results of the process are to be publicly available through the District’s website, the
District Planning counter, and Mission’s public library
The Plan for the Silverdale Urban Residential Area contemplates several interconnected
components to solicit meaningful public input and timely dissemination of information. As noted
above, District staff will manage the Silverdale public process, be represented at all events,
manage an independent facilitation consultant team, and have primary responsibility for
summarizing the results of the public process for Council and working committees.
Subject to submissions of the land use study consulting teams, the public process
communications elements are expected to include:
Small group discussions
A hillside and village core design charrette
Community forums
Public open houses
Plan and process information on the District website
As the primary responsibility for these communication elements lies with the land use study
consultants, it is recommended that only these very broad guidelines be provided at this point
by Council so land use planning consulting proposals have appropriate flexibility in the
techniques and forums in which they propose to engage the public in developing an integrated
neighbourhood land use plan.
Inputs from the public process will be provided to the Neighbourhood Plan Advisory Committee
(NPAC) and to the Municipal Working Group (MWG), for their review and further action. These
inputs will also be available to the public through the District’s website, the District Planning
counter, and Mission’s public library.
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Public input will also occur at the end of the neighbourhood plan process as part of any required
statutory public hearing process.
2.0 NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE
A key component of the public process is the early establishment of a Neighbourhood Plan
Advisory Committee (NPAC). It is recommended that the NPAC members be appointed by
Council and represent a broad range of owner, local neighbourhood and District-wide resident
and business and community interests. The general role of the NPAC will be to provide detailed
review and comment on the various drafts of the Neighbourhood Plan, including the background
studies. The NPAC will forward recommendations to Council.
The terms of reference of the NPAC will include input on:
Social, economic and environmental sustainable development principles
Ideas and constraints workshop with consulting team
Review and comment on initial drafts of community forum and public open house
materials
Participate in an urban design charrette to generate several land use concept options
Review and comment on a preferred land use concept
Engineering servicing
Phasing and financing
Other responsibilities as defined by Council or the Municipal Working Group
3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL AND LAND USE STUDIES
The environmental and land use studies reports, contracted by the District, will be available as
completed through the District’s website. Hard copies will also be available at the District
Planning counter and in Mission’s public library.
Interim reports are anticipated for critical features as part of the generation of land use concept
options. For example, the consultant review of watercourses and wetlands is anticipated to form
an important input to the ideas and constraints workshops with the public, and for the generation
of land use concepts through the urban design charrette. The interim reports will also be made
available for public review and comment as completed.
4.0 URBAN DESIGN CHARRETTE
As currently envisaged, the land use study consultant will be asked to conduct an urban design
charrette to firstly, generate a variety of land use concept options for the entire Silverdale Area,
as well as detailed concepts for the specified neighbourhood. Subsequent charrettes may focus
on the specifics of further defined neighbourhoods.
A charrette, in this context, is a gathering of invited volunteer participants and design
professionals, guided by professional facilitators for an intense work period, typically 2 to 3 days
of effort, sometimes spread over 10 days of elapsed time. The advantage of a charrette
approach is that it brings together a wide variety of interested parties for an intense period of
balancing varied objectives. The idea is to bring together design and technical professionals
with representatives from a variety of perspectives to generate several land use options aimed
at achieving a sustainable urban land use concept from social, economic and environmental
perspectives.
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The design charrette will consider, within the context of an overall area land use plan, a detailed
neighbourhood land use and transportation/road network strategy as well as provide a specific
focus on the village core area. The village core is anticipated to be a place of emphasis on
mixed-uses: community; employment; commercial; multiple-family residential; and, institutional
uses. It offers a unique opportunity to demonstrate sustainability leadership in a hillside urban
setting.
Critical inputs to the design charrette will be interim reports from relevant technical studies, such
as the environmental, area wide transportation, geotechnical and integrated stormwater
management studies.
The general public will be invited to observe the proceedings, with the main work being carried
by the charrette participants and the design support team. Results of the charrette will be
summarized and posted on the District’s website.
5.0 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND STUDIES
Twenty separate technical background studies have been identified in LAN.48. These are listed
in Section 10 (Appendix B).
An iterative process will be required between the evolution of the Neighbourhood Plan and a
number of technical studies. For example, the land use concept plan will influence the
integrated stormwater management plan (ISMP), while the ISMP will help determine which land
uses are best suited to particular sites.
The environmental, geotechnical and hydrogeological studies provide baseline data which are
inputs for many of the other technical studies, such as the ISMP, the neighbourhood
transportation or the parks and open space studies. Many of the technical studies will involve an
‘opportunities and constraints’ phase in advance of report drafting.
The environmental, transportation and bulk servicing work will also involve external agency
reviews during the drafting phase. Consultation with affected stakeholders conducted by the
lead consultants of each study may be an effective method for gathering concise and valuable
input on technical studies.
For studies which involve an ‘interim report’ phase, such as those providing opportunities and
constraints into the land use concept development, the interim reports will be made available for
NPAC and public comment. Subject to more detailed consideration of terms of reference by the
Municipal Working Group, an interim report is expected for the following studies:
Environmental (baseline inventory, management principles)
Geotechnical (including hydrogeology)
Area Wide Transportation Study
Integrated Stormwater Management
Alternative Standards
Landscape Design Strategy
Phasing and Financing
The interim reports will become important inputs to the urban design charrette.
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Policy implications from each of the technical background studies will be summarized and
incorporated into the Neighbourhood Plan and public consultation process. For example, in the
community forum and at public open houses, the findings from background studies will be
highlighted; where there is sufficient interest, breakout groups or separate forums can be
considered for specific topics.
Summaries of the technical reports will also be made available through the District’s website,
and final versions of the full technical reports will be available for public viewing through the
District Planning department and at the public library.
The results of each of the background studies are anticipated to be a topic for break-out groups.
6.0 Background Studies Specific Public Input
Several of the background studies will likely benefit from small group discussions of interested
parties. These include studies of:
Transit Pass Feasibility
Park and Environmentally Sensitive Lands Acquisition Strategy
Energy Technology
Community League Feasibility (to build on existing neighbourhood associations)
Major Leisure and Community Facilities
The recommendation is to advertise these topics in a local newspaper to solicit interested
parties, as well as to seek interested stakeholders based on the recommendations of the
Municipal Working Group and NPAC. Results from these studies would also be made available
through a community forum and public open houses, as well as on line at the District’s website.
7.0 WRITTEN COMMENTS
Written comments from the public will be encouraged through comment sheets at community
forums and open houses, as well as through the District of Mission’s website. The chair of the
Municipal Working Group will be responsible for receiving and summarizing these inputs.
8.0 SUMMARY
The goals of the public process are to provide information on a timely basis through a variety of
communication tools and receive inputs from a variety of formats and sources. All inputs are to
be welcomed.
The proposed process will be facilitated by the land use consultant team or other professional
facilitators under the direction of the Municipal Working Group. Critical roles are to be played by
the Neighbourhood Plan Advisory Committee, community forums, small group discussions,
public open houses, the District’s website and a design charrette. Some studies such as the
land use and environmental studies, will involve all of the above forums for consultation,
whereas some of the technical background studies will require inputs tailored to the needs of
the specific study as outlined above.
Detailed public process components will be a key input from the land use consultant.
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SILVERDALE URBAN RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANS TERMS OF REFERENCE
POLICY (LAN.48)
Terms of Reference
The Silverdale Urban Residential Neighbourhood Plans Term of Reference (District of Mission
Policy LAN.48) provides the following guidance for public consultation during the Neighbourhood
Plan process:
“Prior to commencing detailed work on the Neighbourhood Plan preparation, the proponent is to
prepare a public consultation communication plan that is proposed for the Neighbourhood Plan
process, and submit same to District of Mission Council for approval” (LAN.48, p. 4).
“Public consultation and input is intended to originate from all residents and business owners
within the District of Mission. Consultation is to also focus on dialogue with the varied residential
associations within the municipality, as well as consideration of comments, and involvement of
varied agencies and organizations identified by Council Policy LAN.47 Official Community Plan
Referral”(LAN.48, p.5).
“Public information meetings, public open houses, town hall type meetings, public workshops
and/or other public input forums are indicative of the varied types of public consultation that are to
be conducted by the proponent throughout the varied steps of the Neighbourhood Plan process.
Utilization of professional facilitators to conduct the varied types of public forums is encouraged”
(LAN.48, p.5).
The LAN.48 suggests several committees be formed to gather input from various sources
including proponents, municipal departments, external agencies, utilities, Canadian Pacific
Railway, and Agricultural Land Reserve Commission for urban interface issues.
10.0 Appendix B
LAN.48 Technical Background Studies
Geotechnical
Area-wide Transportation
Transit Pass Feasibility
Neighbourhood Transportation
Bulk Water Supply
Trunk Sanitary Sewer
Integrated Stormwater Management
Slope Analysis
Archaeological
Park and Environmental Sensitive Lands Acquisition
Energy Technology
Stream/Rainfall Monitoring
Water Meter
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Community League Feasibility
Projected Retail Commercial Demand
Future Employment Needs
Major Leisure & Community Facilities
Financial Cost Recovery
Landscape Design Strategy
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